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ABSTRACT 

LiveMache: Supporting Collaborative Design Ideation, Curation, Learning and Evaluation in 
Creative Contexts 

 
 

Aaron Perrine 
Department of Computer Science 

Texas A&M University 
 
 

Research Advisor: Dr. Andruid Kerne 
Department of Computer Science 

Texas A&M University 
 
 

 This project investigates how we can computationally support phases of the design process 

in solving creative problems, as well as the methods that arise in its educational context. Prior 

work addresses foundational topics, such as free-form web curation and creativity, which are 

necessary to ground the motivations in designing a system to provide this kind of context. 

Combining this background understanding and ongoing discussions with design instructors 

clarifies what a tool must include to viably support individuals involved in creative processes. 

What arises is a need for a system that implements real-time collaboration, as design projects are 

often collaborative, whose space and functionality does not limit a designer’s creativity.  

 Our solution is LiveMache, a web application that provides live, collaborative capabilities 

for collecting and organizing content, along with writing sketching, chat, and live streaming video. 

Although the user interface design is just as important in creating this application, my research 

particularly focuses on how to make the user experience as expected, which depends on the 

database, the client/server architecture, and role-based access control. This paper addresses the 

reasoning behind the design of these three components for LiveMache, and discusses how their 

functions serve to make LiveMache successful as a creativity tool.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This research investigates the development of collaborative design curation spaces as 

transformative cyberlearning support for design teams solving creative problems. Design team 

projects have been shown to improve student retention, satisfaction, and learning performance in 

engineering education (Dym et al., 2013). Unfortunately, design is difficult, and novice designers 

face creativity challenges such as fixation, depth-first thinking, and an unwillingness to abandon 

their original concepts. Conjointly, when students collaborate on teams, social and organizational 

challenges compound (Rozovsky, 2015). These problems become magnified by issues of 

communication, coordination, and contextualization during remote collaboration online (Hilliges 

et al., 2007). To address these problems, this research focuses on the development of a multi-scale 

designcuration space application called LiveMache that supports team collaborative design 

curation processes. 

We draw on culture and creativity to frame these activities through an art tinted lens of 

curation, which curatorial scholar Paul O’Neill has called a process that art practitioners perform 

involving the bringing together of elements to conceptualize and create a new context for purposes 

of reflection and communication; through curation, works are found, collected, interpreted, and 

visually arranged, in an exhibition space to stimulate active engagement (2012). 

Our research uses a design curation method, which emphasizes the use of scale and space 

to organize and relate artifacts. This method seeks to use varying levels of scale and an infinite 

space canvas to capitalize on human spatial reasoning, and to facilitate understanding, 

communication, ideation, and creativity (Hornbæk, Bederson, & Plaisant, 2002). This extends 
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itself to collaborative multiscale design curation involving groups of people working together to 

visually and conceptually organize their artifacts in this zoomable space while using panning and 

zooming as principal interface interaction techniques. 
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CHAPTER II 

PRIOR WORK 

 

We discuss related work on web curation and how it applies to supporting users in creative 

contexts. Web curation has become a popular social media activity, in which people assemble 

boards and engage in everyday ideation (Linder, 2014), around a variety of topics including 

designs, recipes, photography, tutorials and much more (Zarro & Hall, 2012). To expand this 

concept, we turn to art, where curation is the creative conceptualization and design of a context, 

in order to develop new ideas (O’neill, 2012). Works are arranged and interpreted in an exhibition 

space, to stimulate active engagement and produce meanings significant to participants. Curation 

serves as a means for framing and conceptualizing how creative work and its contexts are 

understood. Central to curation is the art practice of assemblage, the way of making a creative 

work by fastening found object materials together (Seitz, 1961). Assemblage showcases the duality 

and tension between the original and resulting contexts. Curation is a form of the time-tested 

practice of `doing research in the library' (Stoan, 1984). We articulate a definition of free-form 

thinking, as a creative cognitive process of open exploration, association, improvisation, synthesis, 

emergence, and ideation (Linder et al., 2015). 

Building on these ideas of curation and free-form, we extend our prior work on information 

composition (Kerne et al., 2014). We invented free-form web curation to support users in creating 

new conceptual, spatial contexts, in which they discover and interpret relationships through visual 

thinking, while composing content elements to form a connected whole. Free-form web curation 

integrates collecting web content elements—including text, images, maps, and shared 

documents—and sketching, with assemblage, in a space. A zoomable user interface (Bederson, 
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Meyer, & Good, 2000) gives users continuous traversal of curation spaces, with changes of scale, 

as a principal means of organizing content and navigation. Free-form web curation extends spatial 

hypertext, advancing its ability to help users avoid premature formalism, that is, representations 

which demand structure before a participant is ready to articulate it (Shipman & Marshall, 1999). 

Supporting creative context requires building an understanding of creativity. Creativity has 

been approached from social, learning, and cognitive perspectives. An early definition, by the 

social psychologist, Amabile, defines creativity as that which participants in a situation agree is 

creative (1983). Subsequently, she defined creativity in organizations as, “...the production of 

novel and useful ideas in any domain,” which are different than what has been done before (1996). 

She says that creativity is a social process involving expertise, creative-thinking skills, such as 

flexibility and imagination, and motivation which must be fostered, through challenges, freedom, 

resources, and encouragement (1998). Kaufman and Beghetto (2009) investigate creativity in 

learning. They conclude that much of student design team work lies within the creativity spectrum. 

Creative cognition researchers identify multiple types of cognitive processes as creative, such as 

ideation, insight, conceptual combination, analogical reasoning, restructuring, visual synthesis, 

and visualization (Finke, Ward, & Smith, 1992). In addition we have conducted prior work on 

collaborative design difficulties, including how we can develop techniques for supporting shared 

awareness (Brown, 1992) and the modulation of individual and collaborative work to help prevent 

team design fixation (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2005). 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

 

To develop and study LiveMache, we investigate current technologies and work with 

students and instructors across a range of university design and team project oriented courses. We 

take a participatory approach, working with instructors and students as co-designers rather than as 

subjects (Lupfer, 2018, p. 13). We have worked with instructors throughout several disciplines, 

including english, architecture, and engineering, to develop LiveMache specific assignments, such 

as the example shown in Figures 1 and 2, which integrate with instructors’ existing design 

curricula. LiveMache assignments focus on the ideation, curation, and evaluation stages of the 

design process. For data collection and analysis, we take a mixed-methods approach, involving 

qualitative and quantitative methods. Quantitative data include user event logs. Qualitative data 

include interviews with students, instructors, and researchers, along with feedback on the 

application provided by LiveMache users. We have evaluated users’ curation artifacts and their 

associated operation logs, analyzing this data both quantitatively and qualitatively by combining 

the following evaluation methodologies: visual grounded theory (Lupfer, 2018, p. 10). and 

curation metrics (Lupfer, 2018, p. 7). In keeping with our participatory approach, we work closely 

with instructors to better understand the students’ work and learning outcomes, allowing us to 

continue iterating on LiveMache’s design. While there is research to be found on the technologies 

and design methods chosen, such as evaluation studies on Node.js and websockets (Chaniotis, 

Kyriakou, & Tselikas, 2015), many of the design choices throughout the development of 

LiveMache were based on best practice community driven guides for the open source tools chosen. 
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Figure 1. The Big Picture. This is an example of a LiveMache design curation. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Final Project Proposal. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATABASE DESIGN AND DATA MODELING 

 

The design curation elements and records, which users create using LiveMache, are stored 

in different databases depending on their data type. With over 49 million user events, and roughly 

half a million user created records, proper database architecture is vital for creating a responsive 

and robust application, which is capable of supporting participants engaged in real-world design 

activities. Analyzing and filtering the vast amount data that LiveMache provides and providing a 

seamless experience for the user call for a proper data modeling design within each database. 

Together, the databases formulate the backbone of the architecture, and their design becomes vital 

for developing a cohesive application.  

The four primary databases that support LiveMache store the following data types: 

application objects, application logging, user event logging, and session state / socket objects. 

Below we present each database’s primary purpose, and the supporting design. 
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Application Objects Database 

The application objects database supports LiveMache’s real-time functionality, storing 

objects—such as user account information, design curation sub-objects, and user groups—created 

and modified during the application’s use. This database contains all documents instantiated from 

LiveMache’s data models, the most important being users and curations. From the user and 

curation models, we create the organizational models, groups and folders, where a group may 

contain many users and many folders, and a folder is a collection of many curations. There are 

other objects that are stored in the application objects database — such as images, roles, and 

elements — though articulating their purposes and relations between each other would be 

extensive. Figure 3 is a simplified and reduced mongo schema layout, showing the core objects, 

as well as their relations and attributes. Nonetheless, the well-defined relations between all objects 

create the database’s structure, which dictates the application logic.  
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Figure 3. LiveMache Schema. This is a simplified and reduced schema layout of the application 
objects database 

 
Middleware at the schema level plays a vital role in LiveMache document interaction and 

runs directly before or after making a query to the database, allowing for further control on the 

data entering and leaving. It functions as a process helper and ensures that attributes, such as a 

user’s salt or oauth metadata, are never returned outside of authentication specific queries.  

While the logging database is intended to grow quite large, objects in this database are 

frequently requested, modified, and returned. When users are collaborating on a curation, the 
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curation or one of its elements can undergo this modify and request process over 100 times a 

second. As a curation containing all of its elements and clippings can grow quite large, this data 

transmission cycle can slow down the frame rate of a client's view, preventing a real-time 

collaborative experience. The two primary solutions to this problem were (1) efficient data storage 

and (2) only returning the minimal amount of data needed. (1) is solved by only storing the most 

recent document changes and isolating binary data to a file system. While previous edits are 

important for analytic purposes, the event logs are comprehensive enough to generate a curation 

history. (2) is solved with the implementation of a query depth field that is passed with the query 

and handled by the middleware. This allows the return of only the data needed by the client in 

order to update the user’s view, oftentimes decreasing the data transmission costs by a magnitude 

of 100. 

Another primary design component both for conducting analysis and application 

maintainability is a set of well-defined rules and fields that each schema must follow. Given the 

versatility of data that a user can import into a curation, some fields should be flexible and support 

multiple data types. Each of these data types must then pass a series of validation, categorization, 

and manipulation processes to properly label and store the data in the application objects database, 

allowing for speed, security, and future analysis. 

Application Logging Database 

The application logging database stores relevant information regarding the application’s 

events, which are used for debugging and system analysis. From server initialization to the 

handling of each request, there is some type of potential inner application log that can be made. 

These log events, which include new connections, server errors, and unexpected data types, are 

then categorized and stored. As the user does not ever interact with this database, speed of retrieval 
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and storage constraints do not motivate the application logging database design. With the most 

common use being error analysis, the most important design component was the proper collection 

and labeling of logs. To accomplish this, there are established logging levels describing the type 

of the event coupled with copious amounts of context data. Because of this type of data logging 

can grow quite large in size, the database is exported daily to an external harddrive and soon after, 

flushed. 

User Event Logging Database 

Every user action in LiveMache is stored as an event in the user event logging database. 

These logged events are essential in providing data for investigating and understanding how 

LiveMache users collaboratively approach creative problems. Designing a curation emits a 

multitude of events, often many per second, these are stored as a json-blob containing metadata 

about the event and a reference to the user, and curation. These events include the following: 

element position changes, zoom scale, other user interaction, element creation, interface 

interaction, media streaming, etc. Thus far we have collected over 49 million events and as each 

event contains the metadata and objects being operated upon, the size of this database has grown 

quite large. As the user has no need to query this data, storage and retrieval constraints are of little 

worry, however, as this data is vital for analytics, it is important for developer sanity to implement 

logic that can handle this data efficiently.  Most often this has taken the form of curried helper 

functions that can be partially applied and reused several times. This allows us to run several sets 

of analytics on the data in a single round, often times reducing the length of execution by several 

fold. 
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Session/Sockets Database 

The session/sockets database primarily stores data related to a users session or active 

curation, which acts as a cache for all of the collaborating users. When a user logs into LiveMache, 

a user is assigned a session object, which is passed between the client and server for housekeeping 

purposes, such as maintaining the user’s authorization and state. Because these kinds of requests 

are constantly running, the database must be extremely fast, and the stored data should be 

minimized in size. These requirements in speed and size are even more necessary when 

considering real-time collaborative use, as users within a curation can see each other’s actions in 

real-time. For example, all users should be able to see a user moving an image while it is occurring. 

Because we are aiming to keep the users frame rate between 60 and 30 frames per second, this 

action would potentially require 60 updates a second within the application database. However, by 

using the sockets database as a cache we are able to broadcast this movement event to other users 

in the curation then update the modified curation within the application database only at the end 

of specific modifying actions. Consequently, the design for this database implements a Redis 

database, specifically created for the types of tasks explained above. Redis uses a key-value storing 

method that can handle hundreds of thousands of requests each second and specializes in 

transferring small data, making it ideal for supporting LiveMache collaboration.  
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CHAPTER V 

CLIENT SERVER ARCHITECTURE 

 

LiveMache is an application that must be able to support thousands of users performing 

computationally intensive tasks, such as manipulating images and managing media streams. Our 

goal for each curation is to support upwards of 30 users collaborating on these tasks in real time. 

To accomplish this, the LiveMache system is multi-paradigmatic. There are traditional 

HTTP REST APIs, for managing users, groups, and curation objects, and a WebSocket 

architecture for handling real-time, collaborative curation activities. Both of these paradigms are 

built using Node.js, an asynchronous, event-driven Javascript runtime, designed to build scalable 

web applications. However, beyond this, the handling of clients differs greatly in design and will 

be discussed separately. 

Server/Client Object Management 

Within LiveMache there are several possible object request and management tasks that 

user may choose to perform, such as updating account information, managing / retrieving 

curations, interacting with their groups, etc. All of these tasks are handled by a series of HTTP 

requests that are made to the server. This process can be reduced to the request made by the client, 

and the response back from the server. 

Server Request Handling 

When a request is made from the client it must pass through several different sets of request 

pre-processors called “middleware.” The middleware handles steps such as authorization, request 

validation, session management, etc., such that by the time the request arrives at the handler, it is 

operable. All routing logic supports the following five processes: collection, validation, filtering, 
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data modification, and response handling. To illustrate this, consider a user making a request to 

edit a group’s folder title. The process would involve the following steps: 

1. Collection: A curation query is generated using the locators (discussed in the next section) 

and sent to the database to retrieve all the documents needed. 

2. Validation: The client and the data being requested are checked using the later described 

RBAC validators, along with additional route specific logic. In this case, the logic center 

around determining whether the user has access to make changes to a folder within the 

group. 

3. Filtering: The retrieved data is filtered based on the additional permission qualifiers, e.g., 

if this is a group for a course, the instructor may not allow students to view folders that 

contain curations owned by other classmates. Thus, these folders would be filtered out and 

hidden from other students.  

4. Data Manipulation: This is route specific logic that performs the intended action of the 

request, in this case an update query would be formed with the user and folder 

5. Response Handling: This is the requested / updated data or the client error message if 

something went wrong. 

6. Logging: Throughout all route handling, there are several points where some form of 

logging, such as errors, warnings, data modifications, etc., may occur. These logs are 

handled by the logging service and not sent back to the client. 

Client Request / Response Handling 

The client side of LiveMache requires fine grained functionality and employs many more 

request functions than the server exposes. In order to support the required specifics of these tasks, 

the client must be able to compose several of the exposed server side routing results into the desired 
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output. However, the servers’ exposed routes cannot be too generalized or request friendly less 

they sacrifice security. Thus there are difficult design choices when deciding how the client side 

of the application communicates with the server.  

While LiveMache must support thousands of users, it is still considered a fairly small web 

application by modern standards. This allowed us to relax the emphasis on generalization. 

However, some amount of flexibility, such as dynamic queries, is needed. This is accomplished 

with a construct we call “locators,” which is a query type object that must follow a set rules, 

increasing query flexibility, but only as needed. When a client makes a request to the server, the 

client begins by constructing these locators and passing them with the request, which are then used 

to generate the true query on the server side. Continuing with the previous example, depending on 

the context of where and how the client is requesting curations, other options such as retrieval 

depths may be passed with the locator to determine how much of the database document should 

be retrieved. 

Real-time Web Sockets 

When users are in the collaborative curation portion of the application, they must be able 

to make real-time edits and view the edits made by others. This requires an event driven 

architecture, with a focus on speed and atomic data manipulation. To accomplish this, our system 

utilizes the Web Socket protocol. While web sockets are similar to HTTP, in that they are both 

TCP-based, the primary difference is the fast bi-directional communication, in which web sockets 

excel. We can utilize this speed to enable many real-time collaborative curation sessions via a 

framework called “socket.io.”  
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Design Considerations 

Needing to support thousands of users, this application cannot run on a single machine. 

Furthermore, because Node.js is single threaded, each machine that runs our system is split into a 

cluster of Node.js processes. This creates an interesting design problem that arises in the case of 

multiple users interacting with the same element within a curation, which can be potentially split 

between different Node.js processes. Therefore, the state of a curation space must be synced with 

all users. We use the Redis datastore to sync the socket in a fast-access database, letting Redis act 

as a glue between the distributed services. 

As users collaborate, another problem that arises is when one user tries modifying a 

curation element concurrently with another user. To solve this, a concept of element locks are 

introduced. In the case of conflicting actions, the first modifying user possesses the lock and other 

users are unable to modify the element until the conflicting action is stopped, thereby releasing the 

lock. 

Socket Event Cycle 

Throughout a users’ design session, there are three guaranteed event processes: connection, 

curation event loop, and disconnection.  

Connection 

When a client connects to a specific curation space, a socket is created between the client 

and the server and places this client in a room specific to the curation. During the connection 

initialization process, a series of construction functions use the socket to initialize event routes 

between the client and the server. This enables faster event handling and a better logging flow with 

each connected user 
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Curation Event Loop 

As soon as the initialization process is complete, the user enters the main event cycle. 

During this time are many events per second that can be divided into handled events and strictly 

logged events. As the name suggests, strictly logged events are events that do not change the state 

of the curation, but are perhaps interesting for future analysis, and thus sent to the logging database. 

State changing events, such as the movement or rotation of an element, the importation of media, 

the sending of a chat message, playing/pausing a stream, etc. These are then emitted via the 

initialization of the socket, which the server then parses and responds back.  

When the server receives an event, it first routes the event to its specific handler, which 

then performs up to three actions: an atomic data manipulation, an emit back to the client, and a 

broadcast to all clients in the room. The atomic manipulation is necessary to guarantee that parallel 

writes do not corrupt the integrity of the data. Most commonly a user will perform some curation 

state change, which will be broadcast to all other users in the room. Immediately after receiving 

the broadcast, the client side will update the necessary part of the view for the connected user. 

Client Side Optimization 

A large amount of effort has been put into maintaining a design environment that obstructs 

the user as little as possible. This requires that the manipulation of design elements and importation 

of media appear seamless. While several optimization techniques have been implemented, the 

primary bottleneck is media importation. The browser can efficiently handle the majority of the 

caching processes, but when many users are collaboratively working on a curation with hundreds 

of images, performance issues and crashed clients become a definite concern. To combat this 

problem, we implemented a scale based optimization technique (Bederson & Hollan, 1994; Perlin 

& Fox, 1993) that uses the users’ viewport to determine how far we can reduce an object to increase 
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performance. For example, when there is a large amount of images in a curation and the user’s 

view is at a low zoom level, there is often a subset of images whose resolution can be lowered 

without disrupting the user’s experience, let alone being noticed at all. These images have pre-

created copies called “siblings,” which are of fractions of the original resolution and used to replace 

images within this subset on the fly. This allows us to save much of the memory that large zoomed 

out images would otherwise consume. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROLS 

 

Within LiveMache a user can perform many different actions on objects created by 

themselves or by other users. At a high level, these objects are the curations, users, folders, and 

groups. The concept of these objects evoke many design questions regarding what actions a user 

can perform on a specific object in a specific context. In an example of an education context, an 

instructor using LiveMache may create two folders, one containing examples of curation 

submissions and one for the students' actual submissions. In this case, all students may be permitted 

to view all curations in the example folder, but not all curations in the submission folder. More 

generally, owners of a group should have the functionality to control curations and folders’ access 

permissions of other members in the group. The example becomes more complex when a group 

owners wants to further customize access control on particular subsets of a group's members, 

restricting them to selected actions and curations within the group's folder. 

Contextualizing this example, we present a situation that occurred within one of the courses 

using LiveMache. A design instructor created a group, inviting the students and teaching assistants 

as members. The teaching assistants needed to be able to comment on all curations within the 

group’s folders. While the students needed to be able to view all curations within the groups 

folders, they only needed to modify their own curations, or those of their teammates. Thus, creating 

a system that can incorporate these varying levels of access and types of roles is important for 

creating an environment used to support students solving creating problems in their learning 

processes. 
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Designing for flexible access controls 

Because of the variable user types, actions performed, objects, and contexts, developing 

for case by case conditions is insufficient. This is a common problem within large scale user-based 

systems, and the common solution is the implementation of role-based access controls (Ferraiolo, 

1995; Sandhu, Coyne, Feinstein, & Youman, 1996). Generally, RBAC enables the creation of role 

objects, associated with tasks that require permission to perform them. For LiveMache, user 

objects are assigned a role object, acquiring the role’s permissions. A full RBAC implementation 

includes role combination and role hierarchies, with higher roles subsuming sub-role permissions. 

This more complex implementation is most suitable for operations conducted by millions of users 

of large scale systems, such as Microsoft’s Azure Active Directory suite, which requires millions 

of different types of users and user-owned objects. As LiveMache is not intended to support this 

magnitude of users and roles, a full RBAC implementation is unnecessary, and ultimately, not 

worth the effort in development. 

RBAC in LiveMache 

Because LiveMache is a system created around a few core objects (curations, groups, and 

folders), it only needs to incorporate a reduced version of RBAC, while still remaining flexible 

enough to support current and future research goals. Roles in LiveMache are distinct database 

objects, which require a context, a type, and a set of permitted actions. The context of a role helps 

determine how the role should be handled. Currently, the three contexts a role may be associated 

with are user, group, and folder. The type of a role is a human readable name, such as “owner,” 

from which the set of permitted actions is sensible. Each of the core objects relate and utilize the 

roles in a different way. 
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Curations 

Curations and their sub-objects are the objects most frequently operated on, thus containing 

a large amount of the RBAC logic. Each curation contains a list of accessors, which is an object 

binding the object accessing it, and the associated role. For example, an owner of a curation in 

LiveMache is given a role object of context “curation”, type “owner” and a list of permitted actions 

they are allowed to perform on this specific curation, such as view, edit, comment, etc.  

Curation Folders and Groups 

While folders and groups are motivated by organizational purposes, they also allow for the 

creation of different permission settings, which are then appropriately propagated to the curations 

or members that they contain. For example, if User A owns Folder B, which exists in Group C, 

and User A wishes to permit viewing access to other group members, each curation within Folder 

B is given an accessor, which is created in relation to Folder B, Group C, and the corresponding 

curation. If another user in Group C, we will call him User D, then tries to view one of the curations 

in Folder B, User D’s accessors are queried and reduced, such that the accessors inform LiveMache 

that User D is a member of Group C. The final step checks User D’s actions against the permitted 

actions of the role he is assigned. 

Security and Error Handling 

LiveMache contains large amounts of user confidential data, which may come from user 

account information, event logs, or chat messages. Furthermore, because LiveMache is an 

asynchronous, event driven application, errors can be difficult to handle, especially when thrown 

out of their originating context. Consequently, security becomes one of the driving factors in 

LiveMache’s development. To appropriately deter attacks, we have implemented and followed a 

wide range of the best security practices specific to the technologies used. Docker, a 
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containerization tool, is used to wrap LiveMache’s production environment in an isolated set of 

containers. Docker runs on a virtual machine, which is located within our main server, 

implementing many of the front-facing security measures. Although Docker plays a significant 

role in LiveMache’s security, a full discussion on the server is out of scope. Thus, we continue 

focusing on LiveMache and expand on its neighboring containers that exist within the same virtual 

machine, explaining the core aspects of the design.  

Neighboring Containers 

There are four containers within the LiveMache virtual machine: Nginx, Redis, Mongo, 

and Node.js. All are well established software tools that have many of their best practices baked 

into the image from which the container is instantiated. Thus, much of the work for the Redis and 

Mongo containers reduces to proper network configurations, environment variable injection, and 

database authentication configuration. 

Nginx 

A Nginx server acts as a reverse proxy and load balancer and is important for routing 

between a cluster of Node.js processes. There are several additional security measures Nginx 

provides, such as forcing TLS/end-to-end encryption, hiding certain proxy headers, manipulating  

response headers, etc. However, as the front-facing server implements many of these measures, 

the virtual machine hosting LiveMache uses the Nginx container primarily for sticky sessions 

between Node.js instances and load balancing. 

Application Security / Error Handling 

If several users are collaborating within a single curation, an error caused by one user 

should not disrupt another user. Also, a true server error, such as an accidental release of data to 

non-authorized users, is a concern that cannot be taken lightly. Although general security 
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concepts—e.g., authentication, oauth handling, password salting, and general encryption 

processes—are extremely important, their standard implementation does not require further 

discussion.  

A primary solution to the error described above, is (1) to ensure an error is always caught 

and (2) to utilize middleware. We accomplish (1) by creating a multiple level catch system that 

starts at a route and propagates up to the highest scoped catch. This design allows an error, such 

as permission validation, to be caught and handled within the route it is specifically in, while still 

catching decontextualized errors that may occur outside the originating process. Decontextualized 

errors are unexpected, and therefore, treated more harshly. If an error hits the top-level catch, no 

data, aside from an error message, is returned to the client. We heavily rely on routing middleware 

and database middleware to accomplish (2). The security implemented in the routing middleware 

handles a request, passing the request to more specific handlers. When any request reaches 

LiveMache, the request first passes through general HTTP sanitation and parsing, then reaches the 

more specific such as the authorization middleware. As discussed earlier in the database design, 

database middleware allows for fine tuning control on what enters and leaves the database, serving 

as a last check for validation and modification of a query. For example, when a user is requested 

from any context outside of authentication, their authentication data will not be returned or if a 

user tries to spoof the query builder and request data that should remain in the database for analysis, 

it will not be returned. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

 

This research has investigated the design of a system to support collaborative design 

ideation, curation, learning, and evaluation in creative contexts. We have implemented a multi-

scale, real-time collaborative curation space called LiveMache that seeks to answer this research 

question. LiveMache is currently being used in a variety of courses and has over 400 active users. 

The application continues to undergo development and should now be able to support thousands 

of concurrent users. By the end of this year we are planning a public beta release in order to reach 

more users, and study new contexts.  
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